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download  operations 
by clients in the US and 
France read the same 
exNode, but retrieve data 
from the “nearest” depot.
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the exNode.
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upload  moves a file 
from a local disk to IBP 
depots, returning an exNode 
with access metadata.

L O G I S T I C A L  N E T W O R K I N G  synthesizes data transmission and storage to 

effectively model communication in both its synchronous and asynchronous aspects. Its 

core mechanism is the Internet Backplane Protocol (IBP), a generic, scalable, exposed buf-

fer service that adheres to the Internet’s end-to-end principles. The diagram below 

illustrates the way the components of the Logistical Runtime System (LoRS) work together 

in the distribution of some data to both the US and Europe using an international testbed 

of IBP storage “depots” called the Logistical Backbone (L-Bone.)

I B P :  The Internet Backplane Protocol pro-

vides a primitive mechanism for managing 

remote network storage in a scalably shar-

able way.

e x N o d e :  The exNode is a data structure, 

analogous to a Unix inode, for holding the 

metadata necessary to manage distributed 

content on IBP depots.

L - B o n e :  The Logistical Backbone is a di-

rectory and resource discovery service for 

an international deployment of 140 depots 

that serves 10 TB of storage as a shared re-

source for the scientific community.

L o R S :  The Logistical Runtime System is 

an API and associated set of software tools 

that use IBP, the exNode, and the L-Bone 

to implement end-to-end services, such as 

checksums and encryption. 


